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This document will walk you through how to perform redactions in Relativity and the different types of redactions 
available.  We hope this guide is helpful and if you need any further assistance please feel free to contact our 
support team at support@epiqglobal.com. 

1 REDACTION REQUIREMENTS 

In order to be able to perform a redaction on a document the document must have an image.  If there is not 
an image present please reach out to your Project Management team who will create an image for you. 

2 DOCUMENT IMAGE 

Click the Image radio button to see the document image. 

 

3 REDACTION - HIGHLIGHT 

 

Highlight allows you to highlight part of the document image.  You can select a highlight colour using the 
drop down arrow.  The colours are: Pink, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue and Purple.  Once you have selected a 
colour, click drag and release to perform the highlight redaction. 

 

4 INDIVIDUAL REDACTIONS 

 

Individual redactions allow you to select a type of redaction to apply to part(s) of the image.  You can select 
the redaction type using the drop down arrow.  Once you have selected a redaction type, click drag and 
release to perform the redaction.  These are the redaction modes available: 

TYPE EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 

  Black box redaction 

  Cross box redaction 

  Text box redaction*see Text redactions in section 5 below 

  White box redaction 

As with highlight redactions these redactions can be moved by clicking and dragging or resized using the 
resize handles (round corners and middle points). 

The highlight box can be moved by clicking and 
dragging or resized using the resize handles (round 
corners and middle points). 
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5 TEXT REDACTIONS 

Text redactions have further functionality available. 

5.1 Default Wording 

The default wording for a redaction is Redacting. 

5.2 Changing the Redaction Wording 

To change the redaction wording right mouse click on the redaction Edit.  Type the new redaction 
wording.  From this point onwards this will now be the wording used.  To change the wording back 
to Redacted right mouse click on the redaction and select Redacted (or other defaults which may 
have been set up). 

5.3 Redaction Wording Size 

The default redaction wording size is Auto.  This means the wording will adjust to fit the redaction 
size.  To change this use the Auto drop down menu and select the text size.  From this point onwards 
all redactions will be that text size. 

 

6 INVERSE REDACTIONS 

 

Inverse redactions do the opposite to individual redactions.  Instead of performing the redaction on the text 
which needs to be redacted you perform the redaction on the text you which needs to be kept.  When using 
the Inverse Redaction tool you can select multiple sections of a document to keep. 

6.1 Click the Inverse Redaction icon as highlighted above. 

6.2 Click drag and release to select the part of the document which needs to be kept. 

6.3 If you would like to keep multiple sections draw more redactions until you have selected all the 
sections which need to be kept.  The white sections shown below are the sections which will be kept 
when performing the inverse redaction. 

 

6.4 Click the Inverse Redaction icon to perform the redaction. 
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6.5 As with highlight redactions these redactions can be moved by clicking and dragging or resized using 
the resize handles (round corners and middle points). 

 

7 FULL PAGE REDACTIONS 

 

When clicking on the Full Page Redact tool (as shown above) the current page will be redacted.  Before 
performing the redaction use the drop down to select what type of redaction you require.  The same options 
as mentioned in Section 4 are available. 

8 MASS REDACTIONS 

 

Mass Redact allows you to redact multiple pages in one go.  When clicking on the Mass Redact tool you can 
select what type of redaction you wish to perform, if you want to change the wording of a text redaction (if 
selected) and which pages to apply the redaction to.  Clicking on the Mass Redact button will perform these 
redactions. 

 

9 DELETING REDACTIONS 

 

Redactions can be deleted by clicking on a redaction and pressing the DELETE key on your keyboard.  
Alternatively multiple redactions can be deleted by using the Delete Redactions and Highlights button.  
When clicking this button you can select the type of redaction to be deleted and from which pages.  Once 
you have selected the correct options click Delete Markups to delete the redactions. 
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10 REDACTION VISIBILITY 

 

There are three different modes available when it comes to the redaction visibility.  Click on the icon to 
change the mode. 

ICON TYPE DESCRIPTION 

 
Solid Redactions are shown as they will appear 

 Transparent Redactions are lightened so you can see what is underneath the 
redaction without removing or deleting it 

 
Hidden Redactions are hidden.  When redactions are hidden the 

redaction toolbar will grey out to show that redactions are 
currently not turned on 

 

This completed this guide on Redactions in Relativity.  We hope this information is helpful and for additional 
assistance please feel free to contact your Project Manager or our support department at support@epiqglobal.com. 
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